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Cooling and warming plates, -buffet systems, -display cases




COLD & HOT 
IN ONE APPLIANCE




innovative environmentally friendly cooling solutions
electric cooling is part of our DNA 












“Our hot & cold plates have the potential to revolutionise the presentation of cooled food in the catering business” Sigrid Mohr, CEO TOGETHER GmbH













be smart – save time,
work smart – save money




no need of:
ice cubes, ice packs, crushed ice, eutectic plates, cold packs, ice packs, dry ice, pre cooling




your benefits




your staff save working time and your guests are not disturbed by annoying handling of ice cubes, ice packs…… or by changing cooling/heating technology















hot or cold – 
by simply flipping a switch
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+4°C/+6°C*









no freezing on the plate surface, stable temperature 24/7, no need to regulate the temperature
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+65°C*









no burning on the plate surface, stable temperature 24/7, no need to regulate the temperature















all our innovative cooling solutions share the same advantages
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Discover our Cooling and Warming Plates
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Hot & Cold Plate TOGETHER® 3300 tabletop version



Hot- & Cold Plate TOGETHER® 3300  tabletop version

mobile and flexible All-in-One solution with color option for the substructur

TOGETHER® 3300
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Hot & Cold Plate TOGETHER® 3400 built-in version



Hot- & Cold Plate TOGETHER® 3400 built-in version

for installation in closed furniture (counters)

TOGETHER® 3400
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Hot & Cold Plate TOGETHER® 3500 modular version



Hot- & Cold Plate TOGETHER® 3500 modular version 

ready for plug-in, ideal for serving trolleys, mobile catering stations etc

TOGETHER® 3500















Discover our Cooling and Warming Buffet Systems
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Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Style



Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Style

with light grey handmade wooden frame, the color can also be customized upon request and including high-quality GN 1/1 stainless steel serving plate

TOGETHER® Style
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Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Wood



Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Wood

with handmade wooden frame, in 3 types of wood: beech, cherry, ash and including a high-quality GN 1/1 stainless steel serving plate

TOGETHER® Wood
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Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Country House



Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Country House

with a handcrafted solid wood frame with surrounding trim and including a high-quality GN 1/1 stainless steel serving plate

TOGETHER® Country House
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Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Country House Wood Art



Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Country House Wood Art

with handmade frame, made of solid wood, on the frontside with a hand-carved country house motif and including a high-quality GN 1/1 stainless steel serving plate

TOGETHER® Country House Wood Art
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Refrigerated Buffet System Elegance



Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Elegance

with a particularly solid acrylic glass design frame and a high-quality GN 1/1 stainless steel serving plate

TOGETHER® Elegance
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Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Octa Glass



Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Octa Glass

with an octagonal serving plate and an acrylic glass support

TOGETHER® Octa Glass
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Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Rounded Glass



Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Rounded Glass

with an acrylic glass plate, with corners that visually flows loosely around the included GN 1/1 serving plate.

TOGETHER® Rounded Glass
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Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Square Glass



Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Square Glass

with an acrylic glass plate with corners that visually flows loosely around the included GN 1/1 serving plate

TOGETHER® Square Glass
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Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Individual Glass



Refrigerated and Warmed Buffet System TOGETHER® Individual Glass

we design and produce customized frames for your existing banquet and silver plates

TOGETHER® Individual Glass




















Discover our Cooling and Warming Display Cases
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Cooled Buffet Display Cases TOGETHER® Style+



Cooled & Warmed Buffet Display Cases TOGETHER® Style+

in standard color light grey, included rolltop and stainless steel serving plate, on request in 213 RAL colors available

TOGETHER® Style+
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Cooled Buffet Display Cases TOGETHER® Elegance+



Cooled & Warmed Buffet Display Cases TOGETHER® Elegance+

elegant, clear and compact design through the use of a particularly solid acrylic design frame, including rolltop cover and GN 1/1 stainless steel serving plate 

TOGETHER® Elegance+
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Cooled Buffet Display Cases TOGETHER® Country House+



Cooled & Warmed Buffet Display Cases TOGETHER® Country House+

with handmade frame, made of solid wood all around, including rolltop cover and 1/1 GN stainless steel serving plate

TOGETHER® Country House
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Cooled Buffet Display Cases TOGETHER® Country House Wood Art+



Cooled & Warmed Buffet Display Cases TOGETHER® Country House Wood Art+

with handmade frame, made of solid wood, on the frontside with a hand-carved country house motif, including rolltop cover and 1/1 GN stainless steel serving plate

TOGETHER® Country House Wood Art+
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Cooled Buffet Display Cases TOGETHER® Wood+



Cooled & Warmed Buffet Display Cases TOGETHER® Wood+

Handmade wooden frame, in 3 types of wood: beach, cherry, ash and a high-quality including a rolltop cover and a GN 1/1 stainless steel serving plate

TOGETHER® Wood+


























Applications for using our innovative Cooling and Warming Plates, -Buffet Systems, -Display Cases:






[image: Place setting on a table]cooling and warming plates, -buffet systems, -display cases are used worldwide by upscale gastronomy & hotel industry






[image: ]cooling and warming plates, -buffet systems, -display cases are used worldwide by event planners &
party services






[image: ]cooling and warming plates, -buffet systems, -display cases are used worldwide on cruise ships and marine business






[image: ]cooling and warming plates, -buffet systems, -display cases are used worldwide by stores fitters, trade fair and furniture construction companies and kitchen manufacturers



















TOGETHER GmbH
Albert-Einstein-Str. 1
95028 Hof/ Germany
Tel.: +49 (0)9267/ 914 2990
E-Mail: info@together-gmbh.com
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